
 

1. Fantasy writing – developed for “Write the World’ competition by Lucy McKeegan 

 An archer is walking through a world consumed by autumn, everything a shade of the sunset. The forest floor is 
drowning in golden ferns and leaves of amber amidst dying bronze. It will not last much longer, the final leaves are 
falling, soon to leave the forest to the exposed smoky trees. They are as slim and true as needles, like a woodland of 
church spires. Despite the glowing sunlight floating down from above, the day is crisp and icy. The archer has folded 
himself into a vest lined with fox fur to ward off the dance of the chilling breeze. The soft tufts of red fuzz yet 
another shade of fire amongst the forest. Soon, these brilliant colours of the sunset will gone. Winter is closing in, 
but the archer will not live to see it.   
 
The ground trembles as the archer walks, but not because of him. He is not the reason that birds are being shaken 
from their perches and walls are crumbling at their foundations. He is not the reason smoke takes flight on the 
horizon, warning fires burning just out of sight and villages no longer standing. If you tilt your head in the right 
direction while the crisp breeze blows just right, you can hear the screams of terrified people somewhere just 
beyond. This is what the archer does, as he pauses to gather his thoughts. He tilts his head like a bird to listen for the 
shouts, and when he catches a hint of them on the wind, he adjusts the bow and quiver slung over his shoulder and 
continues his journey through the forest. He is not the reason this fading autumn world is in danger, but maybe he 
can be the reason why it all stops.  
 
In mere moments the leaves cease their crunching underfoot, instead turning into the squelch of mud and reeds. A 
clear frosty river divides these woodlands in half, snaking between the sunset-coloured leaves on one side and the 
cliffs rising on the other, tree stunted rocks gaining height just beyond the waters. To the left the stream gently flows 
away, twisting into the forest with the calming sound of rushing water. To the right, it flows to a cobblestone bridge, 
the only way of access between these two sides, but the noises are not so peaceful here. The bubbling brook and 
singing robins cannot be heard amongst the shrieks of travelers, wailing of horses and savage howling of the troll 
that has been terrorizing the forest and neighboring villages. Three times the height of a normal man, skin splitting 
with boils and head adorned with twisted horns, the troll raises its axe in a murderous arc, hollering a chorus that 
can only mean to want damage. It will destroy this bridge along with the people on it, villagers will be trapped either 
side, and with nothing more in its way, these lands will be decimated by a monstrous creature that feels for nothing 
but rage. But we forget our dear archer, who is right now wading into the depths of the river and saying a silent, 
imagined goodbye. Maybe it is for a family, who will weep as they wait for him, hoping he will return home. Maybe 
there is no one, and it is simply a goodbye to the forest. Either way, it is still a heart-breaking goodbye.   
 
One step into the river is all it takes for his legs to go numb. The crystal water floods his boots and stabs his skin, as 
freezing as ice and as painful as needles. Then all feeling rushes away with the stream, leaving his legs merely stilts to 
carry him on. The archer wades through the water, dragging his knees through the rapids while keeping sturdy on 
the slippery stones underfoot. He reaches the middle of the tumbling river and pauses where he stands. Ahead of 
him is a view of destruction, a world of panic and despair. He knows he can stop it all. As the travelers on the bridge 
notice him, so does the troll. It fixes its cruel yellow eyes on its new target, while the archer takes his bow and an 
arrow, and kneels in the rush of freezing water. With a roar that makes any remaining creatures take flight, the 
horrid monster runs for him, throwing its weight in his direction. With a deep, calming breath that will be one of his 
last, he takes in the scent of pines and forest air for the final time. He only has time to launch one arrow.  
 
The archer knows one lone arrow is not enough to save him. It will not stop the momentum of the troll hurtling in his 
direction. It will not stop the rushing waters restricting his escape. It will not ensure his return home this evening to a 
warm meal and soft bed. But perhaps this one lone arrow is enough to save everyone else. Our archer lets the arrow 
fly.  

 
When the deed is done, and he is crushed under the monster he has slain, the waters will steal his small, light body. 
He will sink and be pulled along into the depths, gone in the blink of an eye. The river will not mark where this hero 
stood, it will continue to flow on, washing away any memory of him wading through its waters. And as the stream 
continues to spill through the woodlands, so will the forest continue its journey into winter. The absence of the 
archer will not stop the falling of snow or darkening of skies. The birds will still take flight to escape the looming cold, 
the wolves will still journey down from the mountains to reside amongst the frozen trees. Winter will still take over 



this autumn world, and then it will lend some time to spring. Then summer will take grip of the forest and bring back 
the warmth before autumn consumes this world once more. The archer will see none of it, and nature will not care.   
 
Nature moves on faster than humans. So much faster. But when the world so easily forgets, people do not. The 
travelers on the bridge will share what they witnessed while scared villagers worship his sacrifice. Artwork will be 
made of the beautiful sight, of the archer crouching before the trees and cliffs and looming monster, of one small 
man amongst giants. Children will sit around the fire listening to their parents craft a tale about a brave archer who 
saved them, and then they will whisper to their friends about how that is who they wish to be. And every year when 
the forest once more turns to the shades of a sunset, those who walk under its falling leaves will tell each other this 
story. They will tell each other of the death of an archer, and as they look around these autumn woodlands, perhaps, 
just for a moment, they will see the same world as he did.   
 
 

2. Poetry writing – developed for the Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Awards under the topic ‘In my opinion’ by 
Bella Lynch 

 

‘To this’ 
  
I am the girl no one looked twice at.  
  
I’m not popular, I’m known,   
I don’t have a million friends, I have two,  
I’m pretty but not gorgeous,  
I’m likeable not loveable,  
  
And I was a fool to think you thought any different.  
  
When did we change,  
From throwing paper planes,  
And being scared of hurricanes,  
To this?  
  
And when did we grow,  
From angels in the snow,  
Lots of things we didn’t know.  
To this?  
  
Can you put your finger on the day?  
When we got taller,  
Our dreams smaller,  
So now the only thing that’s left in life,  
Is this?  
  
Heartbreak casts a million foggy emotions over your mind  
And has you swimming in guilt and sorrow combined  
Leaving you wondering  
When did life go from simple and well-defined?  
  
To this? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

3. Romance piece set in Roulle Galette – French restaurant from our excursion by Francesca Maisano 

 
   
There he is. Sitting at the corner table only a few metres from me. His sea green eyes vigorously studying numerous 
papers. The looks of concentration and smirks of deep thought have me blushing. He always pulls these papers out 
from his leather briefcase but never have I been able to catch a glimpse of what they read. One hand holding the 
wine glass with his other hand holding the papers. Occasionally, he stops reading to readjust his hair. I’ve noticed his 
brunette curtains constantly seem to block his eyes. I’ve noticed many things about this mysterious man. Things as 
obscure as the faces he makes when he sips on his wine, the way he arrives here at 6:30pm everyday wearing a suit 
and holding a briefcase, and even the way he bounces his right leg up and down when reading. It’s almost odd to 
remember that I didn’t like him a month back.   
  
It all started when I accidently brought him out the wrong drink. It was his usual 6:30pm arrival. By now, the outside 
of the café was lit up with a warm glow of coloured lights. He came in and sat in the corner table near the drink’s 
fridge. His chocolate brown suit looked so dark in contrast to our white leather couch seats. There weren’t too many 
other customers around, so it was relatively quiet. I had already been working for seven hours so I was ready to go 
home by then. Sure, enough he calls me over to order a Louis Perdrier (his favourite sparkling.) I bring it out and 
watch him take the first sip from behind the bar counter. He instantly made a look of disgust followed by a signal for 
me to come back over. I proceeded to tell him that that was the drink he had ordered. He complained saying it was 
too bitter and it couldn’t be as he always orders this. My short temper couldn’t stand this man any longer, so I fixed 
his drink dilemma and went back to the bar looking back at him in annoyance. I didn’t realise that a month later I’d 
be staring at him from that same spot only wishing I could talk to him.   
  
I watch the clock go by as I intensely hand dry glasses. Its arms seem to be moving slower than ever. Only five 
minutes until 6:30pm.  As expected, I look out to window three minutes after and see him heading straight for the 
café. I can feel the butterfly sensation rising in my stomach whilst my cheeks feel hot. Once again, he is in a suit. A 
burgundy colour blazer with a white tie and chocolate brown briefcase. His eyes stare at the screen of his phone 
before he quickly puts it in his pocket to open the café door. He gives me a wave. More butterflies fill my insides. As 
he settles himself down in his usual seat, I decide to make a move. I am determined to talk to this man. What better 
way to get to know someone then writing them a note! I grab an old receipt sitting on the counter and flip it over. 
With a pen in my hand, I begin to scribble down my number. I look up to make sure he is still there. Sure, enough he 
is looking my way ready to order. Butterflies again. I walk over to him. I can feel my legs shake. I take his order (as 
usual, a glass of Louis Perdrier,) then quickly begin putting my plan in place. First, I get the drink ready. Next, I grab 
some sticky tape. Finally, I stick my note on. A few deep breathes and I am all set. I walk over to his table whilst my 
heart beats faster than usual. I place the drink down and hastily make my way to the bar counter. I turn around to 
see him looking at the note. A warm smile appears on his face as he stares up to me. Mission accomplished.   
  

 

 

4. Fantasy Story ‘Silver Oaks” for a writing competition by Natalie Cochrane 

 

 Silver Oaks   
 
The trees stand rustling, leaves gradually flowing down from high and low with a slight swoop. From the outskirts of 
the cluster of oak trees, you can hear all the usual sounds you would hear from a forest. Trees swirling about, animals 
croaking, bellowing, whining, the rustle of little creatures moving through the leaves, and steps onto smooth blades 
of grass. As soon as you wander inside this woodland, it feels safe. The wooded area doesn’t have ‘normal’ aspects to 
it. This place is enchanted. The power is kept in the roots of the tallest tree, they flow up the trees, through the 
ground, and under the soil of all the forest. If this tree were to die, so would the forest and everything living 
inside.  The oaks glow in the night sky, a shine of silver. Whenever this happens the creatures then know that the 
forest is still safe and living.  
  
The creatures who live in the forest are extremely different from your typical forest animal. There is one who protects 
the forest and everything in it, the Elk Spirit. Its body and antlers lined in a shining green. The antlers twist into the 



air, strong and tall, showing the Elk’s power, strength, and beauty. The Spirt Elk walks through the forest during the 
night, giving luminance to the silver oaks to help them grow, flourish, and withhold its power. However, the Spirt Elk 
would be nothing but a legend without the tree that gives the magic to the forest. The golden oak. The Golden Oak 
could never die. It was what gave the whole forest its enchantment after all. It always shines the brightest at night 
since its colour was gold. The one who supplied power to the spirits, the one that kept everyone and everything alive. 
Only by chopping the tree down with the spirit Elk watching could this tree die. Now there are so many other 
creatures to introduce but let’s just begin the tale of the silver oaks...   
 
The weather was warm; animals were scurrying around and hiding in the oaks. This morning was what everyone 
would assume to be a peaceful day, just like any other in the forest of silver oaks. Everyone was delighted. They 
didn’t seem to have a care in the world. However, the spirit Elk knew something just wasn’t right. She could feel it. 
She decided to go up to the Golden Oak. Before she could even arrive, she heard heavy machinery rolling in from a 
distance. She needed to save the forest; this was what her gut feeling was warning her about. She must not let 
humans take over, not today, not ever. This was her purpose. “I must save them,” she muttered turning around and 
speeding towards the terrifying sounds. As she ran, she noticed all the other animals confused and anxious about the 
new sounds echoing all around. The mushroom elf ran into hiding. The fairies were camouflaged in with the leaves. 
Frogs jumped into the flowing rivers that run throughout the forest. The enchanted vines wrapped around the trees 
making sure to avoid any lizards hiding within its flesh.   
 
The Elk, still swerving in between the tall trees of the forest; finally arrived at the destination of which the noises 
were coming from. Just as she had thought, humans. She had never seen one in person, but she had heard about the 
stories and all the other trees they had taken over. They were coming into the forest, knocking down trees, 
chainsaws roaring, humans chattering amongst themselves. One of them looked up and looked utterly shocked at 
my appearance...  
 
I was shocked at what I’d just seen, it was glowing in a green outline. We made eye contact as I stood there 
astonished. I began to move closer to get a better look, but I seem to have scared it as it turned and ran to hide. I 
couldn’t see the mysterious creature anymore. ‘Hurry up get back to chopping those trees down, we haven’t got all 
day’. I nod and place my chainsaw back on the trunk of the tree. I couldn’t help but wonder what that animal was, 
was it even real? As I was slicing through the wood, I noticed something peculiar, the tree seemed to be lined in a 
silver shine. ‘I’m probably just seeing things’ I repeated in my head. By now we had chopped down about 50 trees 
altogether, my boss decided to head into the forest to get a better look of how much more there will be to chop 
down. Shortly after we heard him coming back out, he told all of us to go into the middle to chop down the biggest 
tree, so we did as we were told and followed him into the trees.   
 
We arrived in the middle of the large forest; he was right this tree was huge. It seemed different to all the others but 
not by the fact it was a lot bigger, I just couldn’t put my finger on it. As I walked closer to get a better look it hit me, 
the difference was the shine. It was slightly glowing gold instead of silver. Or was I just seeing things again? Either 
way we had our tools and began to work on chopping this tree down. I had this gut feeling that I was being watched 
but no one was even around me...  
 

 

 
The Elk was watching as the loud chainsaws echoed from the middle of the forest. They had found the golden tree; 
everything was going to die. The Spirit Elk wandered up to where they were, legs shaking, everything depended on 
what she did next. Watching and waiting for the perfect time. The humans were on the last part of the tree trunk, 
one inch away from destruction. The Elk knew she had to look away, but she had to time it perfectly. If she didn’t 
look away at the correct time everything would be at risk, and everyone would perish. The forest depended on her; 
pressure was on.   
 
The tree began to slowly fall, just before the leaves and branches hit the ground, the Elk looked away. There was a 
loud thud from behind the Elk and her heart was pounding. What if she didn’t do it at the right time?? She was 
panicking but she knew that she couldn’t turn around yet, she couldn’t risk it. Suddenly she heard it, the tree was 
rising once again. She heard the crackle or the leaves rising back off the ground. She heard the roots pushing back 
into the soft soil. The roots were yanking at the humans who had tried to cut it down and take its power, pulling 
them under the soil with the roots. They sounded shocked and scared just like how they had made us feel. their 
screams were slowly beginning to grow more muffled and quieter until... silence. The Elk turned around, the golden 



tree was standing, higher than ever in its tall glory. The rest of the forest was now regenerating, trees were growing 
back, vines hanging off them and the creature came back out from hiding. The sounds and smells of new life were 
filling the forest. The Elk had done it, she saved the forest. Her power grew stronger due to this, and she was 
crowned queen of the silver oaks. Her crown was silver with green and blue crystals all around the points. The 
creatures were overjoyed, the mushroom elf’s, the fairies, the frogs, everyone was so happy. Hopefully this never 
has to happen again but do know the Elk won’t hesitate to destroy anyone who tries to take away her home again. 
For she must protect the golden tree and everything she loves.   
  
  

5. Poetry writing – developed for the Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Awards under the topic ‘In my opinion’ by 
unnamed student 

 
I wish people didn’t have opinions.  

I wish their brains were empty,   
their skulls were thin,   

and their mouths were zipped.  
 

I wish they didn’t know the difference between  
Good and evil,  

Right and wrong,  
Strong and Weak.  

 

I wish they never thought about me again.  
I’m sick of trying to fit in,  

I’m sick of being someone I’m not,  
Just because I’m not a variant of them.  

 

Hollow heads seem like the only way  
I’ll ever be me,  

The only way anyone  
Will be free.  

 

6. Flash Fiction writing for story competition titled ‘The Bend over man’ – unnamed student 

 
Who’s the bend over man? Now, people ask me to answer this question all the time… Yet it stumps me. For I cannot 
begin to describe such a horrid creature in one simple sentence.  However, ask and you shall receive.  
First, you see the height. Eighteen feet tall; more than five meters. His long skinny limbs stretching high above you. 
Now I’m quite a tall man myself, however when I first encountered the bend over man, I was quite embarrassed. Not 
only was he so tall, but he was also bent over. His back arching and his long neck hanging towards the ground. So, he 
would have only been showing me three quarters of his height.  
 

 

 
His skin was as pale as a cloud and unrealistically smooth. Small patches and spots of a lavender purple freckled him 
from top to bottom. He’s clothes were baggy and awkwardly fitted. Pants that dragged on the floor behind him as he 
walked.   
 

He had no hands or feet, for his limbs ended in a sharp point, scratching along the ground as he walked. His arms 
were so long that he used them to hold himself up, for the slouching made it hard for him to balance.  
 

The bend over man had no ears, no nose, and no eyes… his face looking almost empty, with nothing but a slitted 
eerie grin. However, the bend over man has a sixth sense unknown to humankind, He can feel and sense where 
things are just through his skin. He uses the back of his throat to clicking noises that echo throughout his 
surrounding, the vibrations of the sound bounce back towards him letting him know exactly where he is. Teeth 
sharpened to the point of a dagger, and a tongue black and tentacle like.   
 



If you think you’re one of those people who don’t get scared, like me. One night you might be surprised. That one 
day, when you do come face to face with the bend over man, it’ll change your thoughts on what fear is for as long as 
you’re breathing. Well, how do I know? You might find out later, so on with the story we go.  
 

The man himself doesn’t have a place to stay and sleep, since he doesn’t ever need to. Instead, he spends all his time 
going from house to house. But how does he eat you’ll ask me? I should really let you guess that one for yourself, 
however while I’m in the mood, I’ll paint you a better picture…  
 

Once he has found a place to stay, he starts to search the house. He searches not for food but a place to hide. A 
place that’s dark and damp will do. In your cupboard. Under the bed. Behind the door. Or even just in the shadows. 
He’ll crawl around clicking through your house until he finds the perfect moment to stand. You’ll be cornered in the 
pantry or stuck under the duvets of your bed, as his bent over figure emerges. By then it would already be too late to 
scream and too late to run. Watching the figure slowly appear a wide, long grin stretches across a pale face, starting 
to open wide.  
 

He rips off your fingers, your hair, and your skin, just with his sharp boney arms. Watching in terror, in shock from 
the pain. Your mind takes over you, thinking to yourself there’s no way I can run or hide, simultaneously, your 
thought becomes true. You stare at the creature, a splash of red velvet colour dripping down his neck. Once 
attached to your body, your legs now hang out of his eerie grin.  
 

Now that’s enough detail, I had my fun indeed. However, I have run out of time. I must go to a house and find my 
next feed.  
  

7. Poetry for Environmental writing competition by Gemma Nwanze 

 

Where Are They?  
  
Be the Nature  
Be the Air  
The trees cry out in desperate despair  
Dystopia oozes, the abyss is near  
A fitting place to live and die  
  
In those sepia skinned arms,  
That wave in the woodland winds  
Hold aloft a bounty of green  
Only warm eyes can see  
The trees are dancing ladies  
They move,  
Choreographed by the wind  
In perfect time with one another  
  

 

 
I touch the soft petals  
Of the hyacinth   
Leaving the scent of me   
Drifting on it  
I lie down   
On the last tree   
thinking  
 where   did   they   all   go?  
  
Our time here on Earth  
We will transcend   
Here is not forever  



Where is the end?  
 

  

8. Fiction/horror story for ‘The Best Australian Yarn’ writing competition by Jamie Pocklington 

 

The eyes       
                                                                                                                            
The eyes. The eyes were the only thing she could focus on. The burning yellow penetrated her soul, like a knife being 
stabbed right into her heart. Sophie couldn’t move. Couldn’t yell for help. She was mesmerized by the eyes. Its 
stance. What is this? She thought. She was too scared to look away, afraid that the thing would attack her. The 
figure moved. It had been standing still, gazing at her for what felt like forever. The figure moved. Its metal gears and 
joints creaking and squeaking. As it moved into the moonlight, Sophie could see. It looked twisted. Broken. Torn 
apart and put back together again. As it locked its eyes onto hers, its head twitched. Sophie could hear faint groaning 
coming from the figure, as its jaw opened and closed, as if it were eating something. The snapping of its metal teeth 
smashing against each other was deafening. The squeal of metal on metal was a noise Sophie never wanted to hear 
again. Then it stopped. There was nothing but silence yet again, as the eyes stared back at her. And with a loud snap, 
its eyelids shut. Sophie couldn’t see it anymore. She tried to get up. Her brown hair stained red with blood, with the 
gash on her head. She touched it. The bleeding had slowed, but it still stained her fingers. As Sophie slowly got up, 
she heard the groaning noise again. It was still here. Sophie turned quickly to run, but it jumped out in front of her, 
cutting off her only escape. It stared at her, studying her every move. Every breath. Every heartbeat. It made a high 
pitch screech as it leaped towards her. Sophie screamed and tried to shake off the heaving metal being on top of 
her, its jaw snapping at her, inches from her face. It took one arm and raised it, and those yellow eyes were the only 
thing she could look at.  
 

Sophie read the sign as she drove past. Decorah, Iowa. The town looked happier than she remembered. This was the 
first time visiting her hometown since she left with her grandparents after both her parents went missing when she 
was young. After her parents went missing one morning, she called her grandparents. “Call us if something happens 
and your parents aren’t there, Sophie.” Her grandma had told her. All she remembered was her grandma driving 
down the driveway, as if there were no tomorrow. She helped Sophie pack a suitcase. That was the last thing she 
remembered. As she put more focus on the road, she remembered she had to meet her friend. Her and Ryan hadn’t 
seen each other in ten years. The last time they came across each other was when Sophie left Decorah all those 
years ago.   
 

Sophie checked her watch after she parked outside the restaurant. ‘Ten minutes late.’  She thought. ‘What a great 
impression.’ Sophie got out her car, and she could see Ryan sitting at a booth alone. Sophie walked into the diner 
with the smell of cooked food in the air, along with the noise of people talking away. ‘It’s hard to believe that all 
these people are living their own lives like me’ Sophie stopped outside the booth where Ryan was sitting. He looked 
up, his eyes wide, glowing blue.   
 
“Sophie? Is that really you?”  Ryan had short, brown hair with matching colour eyes. He was tall, around six feet.  
 
 “Long time no see, huh?” As Sophie sat down, both talked about their lives in their ten years apart. 
   
“Hey, I’ve heard some things.” Ryan was almost whispering. “Your parents. The police found what killed them. It’s 
been around here again. And attacking people that look like you.” Ryan was serious. Sophie studied him, his eyes 
concerned and his expression serious.  
 

“I don’t even know what killed my parents. I don’t know how dangerous it is. All I know is that I got home from 
school, and they were dead. The windows were smashed, tables and chairs flipped, and they were in a pool of their 
own blood.” Sophie realised that she was talking quite loudly. The entire diner had gone dead silent. 
 
“I think we should leave” Ryan whispered. They both got up quickly and went outside. “You’re going to your old 
house, aren’t you?” Ryan called out.  
 
“You can come if you want.” Sophie replied. Sophie lived on the outskirts of Decorah. This is where it had happened. 
Her Grandparents kept the house for some reason. They still paid mortgage, even though this was the first time 
anyone had been here in ten years. The windows were still smashed, and leaves blew in. Nature had taken over the 



house, the paint peeling, and the overgrown plants out the front. The mess inside the house had been cleaned up 
after the police had cleaned up the crime scene, but the house was never fixed. “So how did you know about what 
killed my parents?” Sophie asked.   
 

“I saw it. I was outside on the hills because my parents were fighting. I spent a few hours up there just looking at the 
sky. I heard it. I heard metal moving. I looked up to see yellow eyes, and its metal legs walking at the bottom of the 
hill. It was walking away. You remember the old barn, right? The spooky one outside town we used to talk about as 
kids?”  
 

 Sophie looked at Ryan. There were still a few hours of sunlight left.   
“Drive to your house, then I’ll pick you up and then we’ll go to that barn.” Ryan nodded.   
 

“Okay. Follow me.” After Sophie had picked up Ryan, they started going to the abandoned barn. It was just outside 
the town. When they got to the barn, it looked new. Sophie and Ryan took a step inside. It was a workshop. There 
were tools everywhere. There was a photo of Sophie and her grandparents on the workbench. “That’s impossible. 
There’s no way my grandpa could’ve killed his own son and his wife. Is this what he was doing during the day?” 
Sophie’s grandpa had taken his own life not too long ago, when photos of the creature were taken. While Ryan was 
inspecting, Sophie noticed something in the corner.   
 

“Is that what you saw?”  A figure being held up in chain by the ceiling was right in front of Sophie.  
 

 “When I saw it, it was a little more completed.”  Sophie looked at its face. ‘Is that a wolf?’ She thought. 
 

Ryan studied the figure. It was missing an arm and a leg but was still horrifying. It had claws twice the size of Sophie’s 
fingers and had rows and rows of sharp teeth. Its chest was open, exposing old wires and gears. “We should head 
back soon,” Ryan called out, “It is getting dark.”  
 
Sophie studied the floor of the barn. “No one sets up a workshop this far from home.” Sophie’s foot landed on 
something. A wooden trapdoor. She bent down and opened it, revealing what seemed to be a small home. The 
furniture was out of style by several years.   
 

“This place looks like it’s been abandoned for years.” Ryan said.  
 

 Sophie ran her hands along the concrete walls. There were three rooms. Ryan let Sophie have a bedroom, while he 
slept on the couch in the living room. Sophie didn’t sleep. She thought about that creature and what Ryan had said 
about it. ‘What if it’s coming after me?’ There was a loud thud from above her. Clicking of moving joints could be 
heard from where Sophie lay. ‘It’s here.’ Was all she could think. Sophie ran to Ryan, shaking him violently. “It’s 
here.”  
 

Ryan and Sophie went through their plan one final time.  
 

“See you on the other side I guess.” Ryan said as he climbed the ladder. He swung the trapdoor open, and it landed 
with a crash. Ryan made his way up the ladder quickly. He was then lifted out in an instant, and Sophie could hear 
screaming and crashing. Sophie knew it was now or never. She climbed the ladder and ran out of the barn, turning to 
see Ryan. He was motionless against the far wall, with blood all over his arm, and the creature studying him. It 
looked up to see Sophie running for the car. It caught up quickly and jumped onto the hood of the car, stopping 
Sophie from escaping. It took one swing of its arm and sent Sophie in the air, and she landed against a tree. Sophie 
couldn’t think. There was blood streaming down the back of her neck, coming from a cut on her head. Sophie had 
time to sit upright, and she lost sight of the figure. She could hear screaming coming from the barn. The thing was 
fighting Ryan. The creature was swinging at him with its rusted metal claws, and Ryan had an axe. He managed to 
damage the creature, from what it looked like. It ran off into the darkness without an arm. Sophie sat against the 
tree to rest.  
 

Sophie woke up. She had no idea how long she had been asleep for, but something was wrong. There was a rustling 
in the long grass. It was back. She saw a figure in the dark slowly get taller and taller as it got closer to her. The eyes. 
The eyes were the only thing she could focus on. The burning yellow penetrated her soul, like a knife being stabbed 
right into her heart. Sophie couldn’t move. Couldn’t yell for help. She was mesmerized by the eyes. Its stance. What 
is this? She thought. She was too scared to look away, afraid that whatever the thing was, would attack her. The 



figure moved. It had been standing still, gazing at her for what felt like forever. The figure moved. Its metal gears and 
joints creaking and squeaking. As it moved into the moonlight, Sophie could see. It looked twisted. Broken. Torn 
apart and put back together again. As it locked its eyes onto hers, its head twitched. Sophie could hear faint groaning 
coming from the figure, as its jaw opened and closed, as if it were eating something. The snapping of its metal teeth 
smashing against each other was deafening. The squeal of metal on metal was a noise Sophie never wanted to hear 
again.  
 
Then it stopped.  
 
Everything.  
There was nothing but silence yet again, as the eyes stared back at her. And with a loud snap, its eyelids shut. Sophie 
couldn’t see it anymore. She tried to get up. Her brown hair stained red with blood, with the gash on her head. She 
touched it. The bleeding had slowed, but it still stained her fingers. As Sophie slowly got up, she heard the groaning 
noise again. It was still here. Sophie turned quickly to run, but it jumped out in front of her, cutting off her only 
escape. It stared at her, studying her every move. Every breath. Every heartbeat. It made a high pitch screech as it 
leaped towards her. Sophie screamed and tried to shake off the heaving metal being on top of her, its jaw snapping 
at her, inches from her face. It took one arm and raised it, and those yellow eyes were the only thing she could look 
at. A howl came from the creature before it could lay a finger on Sophie, as electrical sparks were spewing out of its 
torso. It dropped to the ground, limp, as its eyes flickered until the burning yellow slowly faded. Sophie stood to see 
Ryan, covered in blood, standing in front of her.   
 

“See you on the other side I guess.” Ryan said as he climbed the ladder.  
 
He opened the trapdoor to see a giant metal wolf head staring at him, its yellow eyes burning his. The creature 
opened its mouth, exposing its many teeth, and grabbed Ryan by the arm, and threw him across the barn, as Ryan 
cried out in pain. He couldn’t move. He heard Sophie run away and the creature take after her. Ryan managed to 
stand up and take an axe, then running towards the creature. As he caught up to it, he saw Sophie get thrown across 
like a doll. The creature saw Ryan with an axe and ran after him. It brought down its heavy metal arms at Ryan, as he 
dodged the attacks. The creature managed to land a hit on Ryan’s chest with its claws, leaving three long gashes. 
Ryan screamed. In anger and retaliation, Ryan cut off the creature’s arm. It whimpered and ran into the darkness. 
Ryan attended his wounds, wrapping his jumper around his chest tightly. Ryan picked up the heavy arm that he cut 
off. He had an idea.  
 

Ryan used the tools in the barn to create a glove. Taking inspiration from his love of horror movies, Ryan made a 
glove with the sharp claws of the creature. He looked frantically around for Sophie, hoping she was still alive. Then 
he heard screaming. Ryan rushed over to where the noises were coming from, to see the one-armed creature 
attacking Sophie. Without second thought, Ryan sprinted up behind the creature, digging his glove right into its 
heart. The creature howled in pain, as Ryan destroyed everything from the inside. The creature went limp. Ryan 
could feel himself getting tired.   
 

“Are you okay? What happened?” Sophie asked frantically.   
 

“Rest. I need rest.” Ryan replied.   
 

Sophie looked at his jumper. It was soaked with blood. “I need to call an ambulance.” She told him.   
 

“There’s no time, don’t bother.” Ryan whispered.   
 

“You saved my life. Thank you.” Sophie sobbed.   
 

“Don’t even worry about it.” Ryan said as his eyes, like the creature’s, flickered and died.  
  

9. Conflict writing – to write about a war from a new perspective by Noelle Rees-Wilson 

 

The Brave and Honest Child  
 

4:00am, 28/8/1942: Hans Asperger's lab of Researching Autistic Psychopaths, Vienna, Austria.   



  
Under the soft white covers of his bed was an eight-year-old boy named Lukas. Just before he had dreamed of 
running on the soft, silky sand and splashing into the tepid, calm waters. Now he was dreadfully awake, and for all he 
wanted was a little bit more rest, but his body wouldn't let him back into that peace.  
 
There was his mind though, and so he with a small shuffling of his leg began to think about many different things: 
Mother Laura and Father Jake, along with his brother Frank and how soon he was going to see them all again. His 
friends Michael and George, and how hours at a time they could talk to each other, they always knew him, and he 
always knew them, they could almost mind-read each-other and tell what their emotions were.   
 
He pondered about these things and more, and though he got no sleep he was happy he did so. It always helps to 
think things over in times such as this.   

---  
Hans Asperger wasn't always the most agreeable of people, he was a man with a stiff view of the world and a 
stubborn passion for scientific research. However, he often talked extensively about his research to them with great 
enthusiasm, though in a slightly simplified tone to accommodate for Lukas and his classmates lack of experience with 
the world. Most of the time, his talks were rather educational, if a bit authoritarian at times:  
 
Do make an exception to those with disabilities, Hans did not like disabled people, and he did not celebrate the 
diversity of experiences the human body could be. Though he was a scientist, he let his able view of the world distort 
his experiences with the world around him. Asperger, after drinking his cup of coffee called over Lukas for a quick 
moment to answer a particular question of his: 'Why was he and society in general being so mean towards disabled 
people?'  
 
"So, Lukas, about that question of yours from yesterday?"  
 
"Yeah... wait what question?"   
 
"Oh," and Asperger came with a slight chuckle to the boy's response. He then gulped and answered, "You know, the 
feeble-minded, the schizophrenic, the lame, and all other sick people you were taking about."  
"Yeah, about them: Why aren't we helping them to live their best lives possible? We can show compassion to others 
who aren't disabled, so why don't we do that for them."   
 
"Well, because they in the long run cannot help us." He sternly told Lukas.  
 
He wondered about that: if a Blind man taught a child to cope with stress, then didn't the Blind man help both the 
child and the child's family in the long term?  
 
But apparently, it wasn't that simple.  
 
"You see, this world is bound by principles held tight by science, one of the most major ones is the one of genetics. 
People with disabilities, especially those who's conditions are easily passed down, will only harm us in the long run."  
 
Lukas, intrigued and confused, kept listening.  
 
"You see in Genetics, a person's genes carry from himself or herself down to his or her children. These genes encode 
a lot of information down to them and they dictate how they, and therefore we are built to function in this world. 
This not only encodes our bodies, but it also touches into our minds, it wires us in certain ways and can be the 
difference between being a great citizen, or an awful one."  
 
Lukas only nodded and said, "So the way I live, breathe, and act is because of these genes inside of me, that I carry 
with me until the end of my life."  
 
"Exactly!", Asperger then let out a small smile.   
 
"So, what makes people who have disabilities so bad for us."  
 



"Right. So, you see, in Austria we want to increase the standards of living for all, right?"   
 
"Yes, of course. Why else would we have a Government?" Lukas assumed with his knowledge that because his peers 
care for each other, that they do that do higher up as well.  
 
Asperger only affirmed this belief.  
 
"So, Jews, people with disabilities, and dissenters threaten this. This is either because innately they are a danger to 
our genes, or because their ways of living are dangerous to us."  
 
Lukas gave a small gasp, he always thought of people with disabilities as being like anyone else, this was news to 
him.  
 
"But, how so." He questioned in response.  
  
"Ah, yes I should explain that: people with disabilities that can be passed down are dangerous because their 
disabilities make not only themselves suffer, but also their children and everyone around them suffer as well. No one 
wants to be blind or feeble-minded, so why have them give that burden onto their kids, it just doesn't make sense."  
 
"Oh yeah, that must be bad not to know everything others know, but they can contribute, right?" he exclaimed.  
 
"Well, here's the terrible part - there are people out there that want to make our lives worse, that want to campaign 
against this because of their envy towards us. It's why we have measures in place to prevent people like them from 
being brats - because if they won, our society would be worse off all their suffering would be put onto our little boys 
and girls. That would include you."  
 
Lukas, lulled by the urgent message then asked, "Oh, so... is there anything I need to do to help."   
"No, we'll make sure you all are nice and tucked up, away from people who don't have your interests at heart." 
Asperger then assured Lukas, with a subtle bias that Lukas could not quite catch yet.  
 
"Thanks Asperger, I'm glad we could talk."  
 
"You too Lukas." Lukas gulped and they both got up to meet the rest of the children. It was the start of the final day 
of research for Asperger with his subjects: children who showed signs of a neurological disability of which Asperger 
called Autistic Psychopathy.   
 

---  
At 9 am they first began to get taught some mathematics by him. This was something that some of them found a bit 
challenging at times, mainly because it wasn't that well explained to them by their regular teachers, so Asperger and 
co-teacher Louie would come up and he would answer any questions they had about mathematics or anything of 
that sort.  
 
Lukas got out his supplies, a ruler, sharpener, eraser... and yet no pencil. Lukas realised this and his face turned to a 
frown as a horrific, yet not surprising realisation then hit him.  
 
Was he one of the those 'dangerous' people? Could him, a friend of his or potentially any other one, even while 
trying to be their best, still be harmful to their family, their friends, and to any other people they meet.  
 
Were they all sick on the inside, and therefore dangerous?  
 
Lukas' tired mind distorted his view, he started to form tears in his eyes as he worried about all of this (for he could 
not focus well if he was majorly distracted). Thoughts about the worth of his life filled him, thoughts about how for 
the first time he was with people like him, and him wondering that maybe deep down they were wrong all along: 
Wrong about their experiences, their values, their judgements, and so all their lives were filled with lies, including his 
own. If deep down they were wrong, then what could any of them do about it, are they doomed to wonder, cry, and 
wander from the true moral principles - the principles of kindness, of love, and of generosity.   
 



It was then that his mind shut down and he could no longer think coherently. Lukas at 9:15am was dragged back to 
the complex for children who were temporarily incapacitated, and he was locked up, since the staff did not know 
how to look after him or others like him when they shut down. They were all neurotypical.  

---  
At noon he was let back out again from the small, dark facility into the small indoor playing area, the boys were 
chilling with either the toys or talking to each other about their interests. Though groggy and tired, as soon as Lukas 
(or Luke as he was often nicknamed by George) saw his friends Michael and George he leapt out and hugged them 
both, he knew immediately that they were going to discuss some-light-hearted material.   
 
He and his friends for the next half hour discussed whether there should be a playground, and if there was then 
where it should go. There were many ideas discussed, from just a small park indoors to a huge one taking up ten 
buildings of space.  
 
But what this discussion could not ignore was that it was almost time for the parents to pick up their kids from this 
group, and Lukas was getting impatient.  
 
"Hey, Michael, George."  
 
"Yeah," They both said.  
 
"I am going to leave this space and look for my mummy and I'm going to say good-bye to Asperger. Thank you for 
being here."  
 
"Aww, see you later Lukas." George said. "Bye-bye Lukas, see you next holidays." Shouted Michael. Lukas then 
decided to yell "Bye everyone, I hope I get to see you again, and thank you Asperger for helping us." and then he left 
the building through the front door.   
  
His pace then picked up to a run as he searched among the crowd for his mum. Every little person that he came 
across was swiftly surveyed with his eyes to determine if they were his mother, every noise they made, every smell 
they emitted, and every other detail he could absorb was exposed to his mind. He could truly feel his muscles move, 
his heart beating, and the wind in his hair for the first time in days. Lukas for the first time today was able to truly get 
away from his circumstances and into his own wonderful world.  
But it was not to last; he soon enough spotted his mother, sped right up to her, and greeted her with great glee. She 
hugged and kissed him while he embraced her in a link of love that little could break.  
 
"So, how's my little baby?"  
 
"Good Mummy, we did lots of cool things together, such as play chess and talk about playgrounds."  
 
"Alright, I'll go thank Asperger for everything and we'll head home, how's that."  
 
"Okay Mummy."  
 
So, Laura and Lukas went in through the door and thanked Asperger for the trip in the playful yet calm facility, 
leaving the laboratory Lukas and his mother took a car back to their quaint, suburban home.  
And it was on the way that Lukas told Laura this, "Mum, I know Asperger doesn't think this, but I think it's okay to be 
disabled. If me and my friends are wrong, then maybe he doesn't truly know what is right."  
 

 

 

10. Murder mystery from excursion setting by Charlie Erbs-Learmonth 

 

Hosier Lane  

She was sitting at a 5-seat table with her friends, on New Year’s Eve, her friends having a bit too much to drink, but 
one seat was empty. A few weeks ago, her friends had set her up on a blind date with this “nice guy.” All she knew 



about him was his name and a couple facial features, His name was Mason, and he had a nice beard. But he had 
stood her up, didn’t come. 
 
“C’mon Lyss! Have a drink and forget about it!” the friends she brought with her weren’t exactly making her feel any 
better.  
 
“I’m gonna go get some air, don’t do anything stupid while I’m gone!” she got up from the too-small wooden chair 
and quickly evaded her way through the small army of people, she reached the door and flung it open, half-falling 
out into the street.  
 
Laughter filled the air around her, the street lit up like a Christmas tree, it was all so overwhelming so late at night, 
she had to get out of it, even for a minute. But every shop was filled, every alleyway bursting with drunks having the 
time of their lives, except for one, the alley wasn’t lit up and not a sound came from it, perfect! She made her way 
over to the sanctuary, wading through crowds of partygoers to reach it, and finally, she was free, fresh, cold air 
assaulted her face as she stumbled to the closest wall, the cool concrete a welcome change from the warm press of 
bodies. She paused against the wall, taking everything in around her, it was hard to see because of the low light, but 
it looked like graffiti and lots of it, she wandered into a little sub-alley from the main one, this one even more 
densely populated with art, it was beautiful.  
 
But she didn’t feel alone, a jolt, the hand on the back of her head confirmed her thought, and then her face was 
rushing towards the wall.  
 
Crack. 
 
Her vision flashed red, and her face exploded with pain. Her world tilted and her vision dimmed as the blood gushed 
out through her broken nose, she hit the uneven pavement and her vision went black, but she was still aware, if 
barely so, still alive. She felt parts of her body being tugged at, her fingers, her neck, was she being robbed?  
 
She heard a voice “Mason! Just loot the girl and get over here, our ride’s almost out!”  
 
Mason… she knew that name. 
 
She gurgled, trying to talk, all she did was spurt out blood and groan, “She’s still alive” “And? Just take all her stuff 
and come on Mase” wasn’t that the name of her… her blind date... if only she could see, then she could confirm.  
 
“I’ll just show a little mercy, anyways, I have a date to get to.”  
 
What did he mean by that? She would have endlessly wondered if not for the ‘mercy’ soon, she lay still, her head 
collapsed and her blood staining the pavement, leaking down into the gutter.   
  
  
  
 


